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Automated
invoice reading

KARLOVARSKÉ MINERÁLNÍ VODY, a.s.



Automated invoice reading

THE CHALLENGE

Our client struggled to process a large number of 
invoices in different SAP instances according to 
individual companies and the type of invoice 
acquired.

The client required uniform means of processing, a 
clearly described, definable and faster process,
and was looking for a way to save FTEs.

THE SOLUTION

We successfully automated the process of 
obtaining received invoices. Our digital worker 
reads invoices from emails and imports them into 
the folders of individual company entities within the 
artificial intelligence platform. Each folder was set 
up according to the specific kind of invoice. 
In each instance in SAP, steps specific to the given 
entity were established. A check for the 
interconnection of invoices with individual orders is 
also ensured. The process ends with the acquisition 
of documents and their handover to the accounting 
office for posting.

"Are you looking for a way to streamline the different ways of recording and billing invoices within different
entities of your company?"



Automated invoice reading

Process map of the automated process
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What benefits did the process automation bring?
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Automated
invoice creation

CZECHOSLOVAK GROUP, a.s.



Automated invoice creation

THE CHALLENGE

Our client addressed the need to manually process a 
large number of invoices in a limited amount of time. 
In addition, the existing process depended only on 
one employee who had the required qualifications. 
The problem therefore arose from their
irreplaceability in the event of the absence of this
worker.

THE SOLUTION

We automated the process to replace the manual
work of the account entrirely. Now, the controlling 
department creates the invoicing documents and 
saves them on Sharepoint. Our robot downloads the
documents and creates an invoice according to 
each line item. The invoice then is sent to the
according customer automatically once a month
without a single human touch.

"Are you facing a shortage of skilled workers and their substitutability? Would you like to increase the added value
of your accountants? ”



Automated invoice creation

Process map of the automated process
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What benefits did the process automation bring?

Reduced invoice
creation time

Substitutability
of qualified staff

100% data entry
accuracy



Automated
e-mail processing

VEOLIA Czech Republic, a.s.



Automatic e-mail processing

THE CHALLENGE

Our client receives e-mails with encrypted
attachments every day. Decrypting these emails
was time consuming and the time spend on  
decrypting emails could have been spend more 
efficiently in favor of tasks requiring the personal
participation of employees. 
The taks was to automatically process these 
e-mails and save them on the server.

THE SOLUTION

We have developed an automated process for
decrypting e-mail attachments. However our
automated e-mail processing robot covers much 
more than just the decryption of attachements:

• Read and sort e-mails
• Decrypt, store and import attachments
• Forward e-mails
• Reply to e-mails

"Do you want to process incoming e-mails quickly and efficiently to have more time for value-added tasks?"



Automatic e-mail processing

Process map of the automated process
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What benefits did the process automation bring?
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Comprehensive automation 
of the accounting agenda

M.L. Moran, a.s.



Comprehensive automation of the accounting agenda

THE CHALLENGE

Our client was lacking qualified staff capacity in 
their accounting department. The accountants were
also burdened by routine processes and thus could
not ensure the availability of their services to 
the required extent.

THE SOLUTION

The automation of the overall accounting agenda 
covered 6 main accounting processes:

• Automatic upload of bank statements to the
accounting system

• Automatic processing of incoming invoices
• Cash pooling
• Automatic payment of approved invoices
• Automated issuing and sending of regular invoices
• Evidence of overdue invoices

and automated creation of reminders

"Would you like to relieve your accountants of the routine operations and the clutter of documents associated with
them? Do you want giuve them time to reflect on their accounting results and provide you with relevant insights?“



Comprehensive automation of the accounting agenda

Process map of the automated process
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Comprehensive automation of the accounting agenda

What benefits did the process automation bring?

Freed qualified
worker capaciity

Gain time
to solve more 
complex tasks

Cost savings
for job creation

Process availability
anytime, anywhere



Automated creation
of confirmation letters

BDO Czech Republic, a.s.



Automated creation of confirmation letters

THE CHALLENGE

One of our client's processes is to figure out the
status of receivables and payables of business 
partners to which our client provides services. 
The status of receivables and payables is derived
from a large amount of internal data. 
In addition, the derived status has to be verifiedand
confirmed with the client.

THE SOLUTION

Our robot verifies the status of receivables and 
payables of companies by browsing their accounting
documents available in the internal database and 
creates an email with all relevant information. 
The robot then sends this email to our client's
business partners, who confirm whether these 
receivables/payables have been recorded with the
given customer.

"Are you looking for a way to quickly navigate a large amount of internal data and verify its relevance?"



Automated creation of confirmation letters

Process map of the automated process
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What benefits did the process automation bring?

Shortened
reading time of

accounting documents

Faster preparation of
documents for the
follow-up process

100% data 
reading accuracy



Automated
contract creation

ALD Automotive, s.r.o.



Automated contract creation

THE CHALLENGE

Our client faced a shortage of staff who would
process a growing number of contracts on time. 
Thus, there were delays and postponements of
subsequent processes and smooth operations could
not be ensured.

THE SOLUTION

Due to the routine nature of the process and the
entry of clearly structured data stored in two
different databases, our robot completely
automated the contract creation process.

"Do your employees spend a lot of time collecting data to prepare contracts and checking the accuracy of the
information entered?"



Contract creation

Process map of the automated process
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What benefits did the process automation bring?

Faster
contract creation
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Data accuracy



Automated
tax return filing

Czech Property Investments, a.s.



Automated tax return filing

THE CHALLANGE

Our client‘s company, which is composed of
270 entities, struggled with filing an average of
650 regular tax returns, audit and summary reports
every month. We found that the time required for
this process was more than 35 hours every month.

THE SOLUTION

We programmed a robot to send tax returns, control
reports and summary reports to financial
institutions in the form of data messages on a daily
basis utilizing our client's internal application.

"Are you overwhelmed by the time-consuming administration associated with filing tax returns and related documents?“



Automated tax return filing

Process map of the automated process
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What benefits did the process automation bring?

Reduced
document filing time

Saved 2 FTEsEliminated
data entry errors

Ensured
process substitutability



RPA centre of excellence

VEOLIA CZECH REPUBLIC, a.s.



RPA centre of excellence

THE CHALLANGE

Determining and defining processes suitable for
automation, standardization and optimization can be
very difficult in lůarge companies. Many processes
thus remain obsolete and inefficient for longer than
needed. External analysis is always an option, 
but embracing an internal point of view of the
business process system is benefitial. 
Our client also wanted to create a more attractive
environment for the younger generation of
employees to attract and retain new talent.

THE SOLUTION

The transformation of the company from within
was accelerated by the creation of an RPA centre of
excellence (CoE). An RPA CoE is composed of an
internal team of employees trained to work with a 
robotic platform on selected processes. 
CoEs improve the internal view of possible
optimization of business processes, as well as they
promote and enable robotic process automation
from within.

"Do you want to streamline the operation of your business from the inside, but do not know how to identify
processes suitable for automation?"



RPA center of excellence
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Thank you
for your attention.

To find our more about our solutions, please contact us at
info@innovationpath.eu


